Untitled Space
We have 2 blocks attached to each other. One is the residency block for artists to stay and the
other is a rehearsal space. Both are situated on the second floor. And we would love it if you
could help us raising money to provide a lift.

Residency block details


Dormitory accommodation. There are no separate rooms. It’s one single hall (26 feet x
12 feet).We will provide
o 5 mattress with sheets & pillows
o 3 bathrooms with 24/7 hot water facility & western commode (one more on the
first floor in the office that you can use)
o A washing stone and a washing machine to wash your clothes.
o Drinking water
o We are working (raising money to get a UPS) as of now the power scenario is
good, it does not go off much.
o Wifi facility available.
o A 26feet x 15 feet terrace for gup-shup sessions
o Housekeeping will be done every day.
o A fully functioning kitchen.
o For more than 10 people we do arrange for bedding.
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The residency is equipped with the following
o Gas with stove
o Cooker
o Fridge
o Microwave
o A small table
o Electric Coffee/ tea maker
o Plates with glasses
o 1 cot and 10 mattress with pillows
o 10 blankets sheets & bed spreads
o Vessels for cooking & storing

Rehearsal / Workshop/ performance block details








33feet x 26 feet hall.
Mangalore tile roof at 12 feet base height from the floor.
Clay tiled floor.
It has regular power connection as of now (3KW)….. We have applied to BESCOM for
a 7 KW connection. So as of now we can use only working lights or LED lights of not
more than 2KW
15 mats (chaape), 12 foldable chairs, a projection screen
We are still working towards some basic stage lights.

Other details Residency







Though we would love to we cannot provide food / grocery and vegetables. You can use
our kitchen to cook your food. Please restrict to cooking veg food only.
A maid will come once a day to clean the place and wash the vessels.
Washing of clothes is DIY (do it yourself). We do have a list of dry cleaners & dhobi
who are available close by.
Sheets and pillow covers will be changed once in 3 days.
We would like you to not consume alcohol & smoke in the premises
For people staying at the residency sound level limit is 65 decibel.

Other details Rehearsal space



The rehearsal space can be used from 7 am to 9 pm.
Our sound level limit for the space is not more than 85 decibel. Hence we do not
encourage the use of any kind of sound amplification technology or system. It’s an
intimate space and we are sure you will not find the need for any. (But just in case you
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do, don’t worry we have a reliable resource which will warn you if you go above the
sound limit)
The toilet for the rehearsal space users is on the floor above the space (3rd floor). Please
keep it clean.
Unfortunately we do not have a green room. But you can use the office room on the first
floor and if the residency is not occupied then we can offer you to use it 1 hour before
the show.
We request you to switch off all lights post rehearsals.
If you will be using the space for more than 8 hrs a day and for consecutive days, you
may feel free to leave your sets behind. If not then leaving sets back will depend on the
use of the space by others. If nobody is using the space you may leave it only for the days
you are rehearsing.
You may also have to bear with an occasional visit from an 84 yrs old man who will
volunteer to watch your rehearsals and give feedback (Anu’s father) if your play appeals
to him, he might offer you some good coffee!!!!!!!!

Generic details









The space is for the art community and hence we know you will maintain the space in
good condition for the duration you use. If by mistake you do damage anything we are
sure that you will also get it repaired or pay us to get it repaired.
If you want help in documenting your performance / workshop / rehearsals. We can do
that as we have a decent DSLR and a professional photographer who has offered to do it
at very low cost in his spare time for us.
There is enough space for around 10 bikes in front of our space. Cars and remaining
bikes can be parked on the street right behind us (6th main). There is ample space.
For all performances Untitled Arts would like to have 3 tickets which would be given as
complimentary to the press or donors of Untitled arts. If those 3 are not utilised by us we
shall give it back to you to sell it.
Untitled Space, as it is would like to become a creative booster, so consuming alcohol
and smoking will hurt its sentiments. The space may also just decide to haunt you if you
hurt her like that!!!!!!!!!….. We also have a dog which you can pet but she is our
official spy……..

Process for booking dates for rehearsal / residency space
1. Please fill in the application form with all the details. You can mail it to
untitledartsfoundation@gmail.com
2. We will check availability and send you a confirmation mail with specific information on
how you can block the available dates.
Our location
Address – 178, 2nd floor, 5th Main, 3rd Phase, JP Nagar, Bangalore 560078 (near St Paul’s school
and Shivabalayogi ashram)
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What we have within 1 KM radius – Lots of places to eat, park for an early morning walk, Bus
stop, Gym, School, Wedding hall, Temples, RangaShankara, Police station, Banks, ATMs,
Hospital, Clinics, Medical shops, Petrol bunk, Malls, Fruit & vegetable shops, Super market,
Laundry services, stationery/Xerox/printing shops, seconds wood marketetc

Please note:
 Please request for an application form to apply for usage of the space.
 You will get a receipt for all contributions made towards usage of the space. We would
be pleased to receive these contributions through cheque or bank transfer.

It will be nice if you spread the word about our space. And mention that you are rehearsing /
residing here on social media whenever possible.

For further details please get in touch with
Anuradha HR
9483985437
untitledartsfoundation@gmail.com
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